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N9 NEWSLETTER
Uncertain times

Covid Update

As some of you will have seen in the media, the
RSPCA is proposing to make cost savings throughout
the society, which may result in the loss of jobs
across all sectors including the Inspectorate & front
line staff. At this stage we know very little other than
the RSPCA is entering into a consultation period with
Unite the Union. The society has come across
financial hardship, which has only been worsened by
the unprecedented pandemic brought upon up by
Covid-19.

The RSPCA carried out a huge amount of work during
the period of ‘Lockdown’. A huge thank you from all of us
to those who have helped us throughout these
challenging times. We have been overwhelmed with the
efforts of people assisting with transporting, boarding,
fostering and going above and beyond to assist .
The NCC have been invaluable with their hard work and
determination to manage the expectations with the public
as well as fielding some calls to other agencies that could
assist.

Adventures of a Turtle
Inspectors Green and Hill and ACOs Whiteley and Pipes
went to East Park, Hull yesterday to try and catch some
injured ducks. Although unsuccessful this time a member
of public had found a stray tortoise in the park. Posters
were put up in the area and he has been put on pets
located to try and reunite him with his owner. Fortunately
the owner came forwards soon after and was reunited
with their beloved pet.

A Lonely Lovebird
Inspector Green met with Inspector Raine to transfer
a stray Lovebird to Bawtry RSPCA. The bird had
come down a member of publics chimney in
Middlesbrough in April. The birds owner has not been
found so he will soon be up for rehoming
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Hand Rearing
Hedgehogs
Inspector Claire Little was called out to collect these 2
hoglets that were found roaming around in a garden near
Driffield. No mother was located and the garden was
located next to a busy road. The hoglets were taken to
Jean for hand rearing & rehab.
Jean and her family have been hand rearing the hoglets
for 4 weeks now and they are doing amazingly well. ACO
Jamie-Lee Pipes has recently collected another hoglet of
a similar age from Hull. All three will now be raised in a
social group until they are ready for release.

Kestrel R&R
ACI Leanne Honess-Heather collected an injured
Kestrel from Peel vets Beverley. It was found injured
the previous evening, and taken to the vets for
treatment. Leanne collected the bird and took it to
Jean Thorpe’s for an assessment and further care.
Jean tried to fly him the next day, but he wasn’t quite
right. A quick trip to Battle Flatts to see vet Mark
Naguib, ruled out any problems. As the Kestrel flew
around the surgery. A couple of days later he was
back to full health and ready for release.
It’s very important that we get wild animals back to
their habitats as soon as they are ready to go. This
Striking male has a family dependent on him, Leanne
took him back for release, he was quickly out of the
box and knew where to go.

Kittens, Kittens
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Everywhere!
Inspectors Jilly Dickinson & Claire Little have both
collected kittens with cat flu from a colony in East Ayton
recently. There is a colony of approximately 15 adult cats
in the area that are being monitored by a concerned
member of the public. There have been several pregnant
queens and the MOP is assisting by collecting the kittens
when she can find them.
Unfortunately they have all been found with cat flu. Most
have made good improvement but sadly not all could be
saved, despite the best efforts of Bridlington Branch and
Priory vets who have been hand rearing the kittens.

Inspector Green collected 11 kittens from a farm in
Selby, ranging in age from 4 - 8 weeks. Most of the
kittens have cat flu symptoms, the youngest kittens
being the most badly affected. Massive thank you to
Greens Vets, Acomb for seeing 11 kittens with half an
hours notice, York RSPCA for agreeing to take them
all on (and giving eye drops to not the most friendly of
kittens!) and Goole RSPCA for agreeing to take on
the task of trapping and neutering the remaining cats
(at least 8 adults and 5 kittens left!).
Inspector Claire Little collected a litter of 6 kittens along
with a very frightened and apparently feral cat from
Glaisdale near Whitby. A member of the public had
managed to confine them into a disused cellar. After a bit
of effort from Claire and a couple of MOPs, the mother
was caught in Claire’s vari-kennel after it was fashioned
into a makeshift trap. The kittens were then caught by
hand. All were in great body condition although mum was
very slim. The kittens were taken in by a local Cats
Protection volunteer for a bit of handling before
rehoming. The MOP offered to pay for the Queen cat to
be neutered and released back into the location as she
didn't seem to be a re-homable house cat. Claire
transported the Queen to Cleavedale Vets of Whitby,
who kept the cat in overnight and neutered her the very
next morning. She is now named Poppy and has decided
she would like to be a house cat after all. She spends
most of her day sunbathing before lounging on the sofa.
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Otterly Lovely
Inspector Nat Hill received a call from Haven Vets in
Hull to say a member of public found a young otter in
his place of work. The MOP brought the feisty otter to
the vets in a dustbin, along with a number of war
wounds after his battle to catch the otter. Nat
attended the vets and the otter was weighed at 1.9kg,
too small to be released independently. He was
transferred to Ryedale Wildlife Rehab where Jean
gave him some interim rehab before transferring to
Stapeley Grange for us. He is now building himself up
and will be released when he is ready.
A big thank you to Haven vets for holding the otter
and a special thanks to Mandy Dobbs for letting us
use this photo taken by herself.

Catch Me If You Can
ACO Jamie-Lee Pipes attended a cat stuck up a tree in
Hull. The cat was a 9 month old, indoor cat named
Bushka who had spooked after being approached by a
dog on her walk, getting off her harness and darting up
the tree. She had been up there a couple of days and
after the attempts by her owners to get her down with
food and toys failed, we were called. The tree was in
excess of 40ft high so Jamie called the fire service to
come and assist. One of the fire fighters went up the tree
with my reach and rescue pole while a catch sheet was
held underneath the tree.
After the fireman in the tree’s attempts, Bushka ended up
being knocked out of the tree, landing on the catch sheet.
Frightened she tried to run up another tree! But was
caught in a net by one of the firemen on the ground and
returned safely to her owners.

Who Lives Under a
Shed Like This?
Inspector Nat Hill attended a baby hedgehog trapped
in a drain in Hull. Nat discovered a very easily
reached young hedgehog. With a gentle tickle on the
back, he rolled out and looked fit and healthy. Nat
managed to identify that the family were living under
the shed, so as he was fit & well he was released
under the shed. Nat could soon hear a number of
squeaks and viewed him being reunited with his
family. Nat gave the MOP advice on hedgehog
houses as he is planning to move his shed.
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Never Off Duty
Whilst off duty Insp Claire Little found this fledgling
hopping around on the floor near her stable yard at
home. On closer examination Claire discovered it had a
piece of straw wrapped tightly around its leg. Claire
removed the straw and placed the little one back into a
nearby nest with its siblings.
Over the next few days the fledglings were found out and
about a few times by Claire’s dog Cain who is great at
finding birds and pointing them out ( he is a Vizsla after
all). Claire continued to move the young birds to a safe
place off the ground and was lucky enough to observe
them flying off a few days later.

ACO Leanne Honess-Heather was enjoying an
afternoon walk (off duty) with her husband. When he
spotted a newly fledged blue tit, fluttering in the path.
Being on a busy road and with no safe place to leave
him. Leanne picked him up, they took him to Jean
Thorpe’s for a few days care. We should always try
and leave baby birds where they’re found. The
parents do come and feed them. But occasionally,
they get themselves in a daft spot, and with heavy
rain. It wasn’t the best day to learn how to fly!

ACO Leanne Honess-Heather, was called to an
abandoned four week old kitten. Found crying behind a
bin late at night, at a rural location near Driffield.
Believed to be feral and separated from his mother, the
caller took him home. He’s in good health and currently
being hand-reared by one of our Inspectors, Lucy
Green.
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Jackdaw Story
A fledgling Jackdaw was brought into York RSPCA by
a concerned member of the public. ACO Leanne
Honess-Heather collected him, and took him to Jean
Thorpe’s. Jean is providing the little chap with
everything he needs to learn to become independent
and once he is ready, will be released to a suitable
location.

Did you know…….?
Jackdaw eggs are light blue with brown speckles.
There are usually around 5 eggs which are all hatch
at different times. This means the last to hatch is
often the least likely to survive as they are out
competed by their bigger siblings.

Park Problems
ACO’s Martin Whiteley and Leanne Honess-Heather,
attended East Park in Hull. It’s a place ACO’s regularly
attend, to try and locate injured ducks and geese. They
didn’t find the duck they were looking for, but rescued
an adult goose who was badly limping. She was taken
to Jean’s for assessment and further care.

Tawny in Need
Inspector Green collected a Tawny Owl with a broken
leg in Selby. The owl has been taken to Battle Flatts
Vets, Stamford Bridge for x-rays to see if the leg can
be fixed. If the leg is repairable, the owl will be placed
in to the care of Jean Thorpe for a period of rest and
rehabilitation before being released once it is deemed
fit and well.
Birds bones are much smaller than human bones and
can heal much quicker with the correct treatment.

Friendly Ferret
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ACO Leanne Honess-Heather received a call for the
collection of a stray ferret in Hull. The friendly little chap
had wandered into the callers’ garage and made himself
at home. Leanne collected him, a quick assessment
found him to be bright and alert, with a small superficial
injury to his neck. He was taken to Hull RSPCA where
enquires were made to locate his owner.
Unfortunately no owner could be located. This is yet
another reminder of how important it is to not only
microchip pets but to also keep the contact details up to
date.

Razorbill, Razorbill, we
found a Razorbill
Insp Green collected a razorbill today in Bridlington.
The bird was found on a set of stairs to the harbour
after struggling in the water. The bird is underweight
but otherwise appears healthy. It will be rehabilitated
with Jean Thorpe from Ryedale Wildlife and was
released once he was recovered!

Surprise, Surprise
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ACO Leanne Honess - Heather was called to collect this
Peregrine Falcon was found a short distance from Hull
by a MOP. It was originally identified as a juvenile
Sparrow Hawk and taken to a local vets. Imagine
Leannes surprise when she collected it.
Due to social distancing, the handover was in a box.
Through the air holes, Leanne could see it was large,
bright and very active. Unable to look at it safely in a car
park, she called Jean Thorpe for advice.
From a photograph Jean identified it as one of this year's
fledgelings. Just like Robins and Blackbirds, the young
fledge from the nest and can sometimes become
grounded in daft spots - You never associate such a big
bird as a fledgling!
Fun fact: Juveniles have a bluish eye-ring, cere and are
more heavily marked - You learn something new
everyday in this job!
On arrival at Jean's, they assessed the bird. A juvenile
female weighing a hefty 865 grams! She was in great
condition. She spent a couple of days under observation,
and filling herself up with food. Jean rang her for future
identification and took her back for release early
morning.

A Little Bird Lost
ACO Leanne Honess-Heather collected this Little
Owl, owlet. Found by one of our former N9
Inspectors, alone and in the middle of a busy road.
Not knowing where it had fledged from and with no
suitable place to return it, Leanne spoke with Jean
Thorpe, they decided it was best to collect the owlet
for assessment.
On arrival at Jean's she gave him fluids and found
him to be in good health. Newly fledged and with
some of his feathers still pinned, he'll need a few
days care with Jean, until he can fly properly and be
released.

Surfin Bird
ACO Martin Whiteley collected this cormorant in
Scarborough after a member of public found it struggling
in the surf. The bird was found to be waterlogged and
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weak and was taken to Jean Thorpe for rest and rehab.
Once recovered the bird will be released.
Unlike most seabirds, cormorants are not waterproofed
and have to dry themselves off on rocks. This one
possibly got into difficulties in rough seas and was unable
to get itself out to dry.

Camera Shy? Me?
ACO Leanne Honess-Heather has always has a keen
interest in wildlife photography. When asked to
transfer a Cygnet for rehabilitation, she couldn’t resist
taking some photos of the adorable bundle of fluff.
The Cygnet has been collected the previous evening
by Inspector Natalie Hill, it was very lethargic, unable
to hold it’s head up and had some superficial cuts.
Given treatment by Peel vets, it was bright and alert
the following day. Leanne collected and transferred
the Cygnet to one of our rehabilitation centres, for
further care.
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Kittiwake Release
Update
Last month Inspector Lucy Green collected a Kittiwake
that was taken to Battle Flatts Vets for treatment. It was
then transferred to Jean Thorpe for rest and
rehabilitation.
We are pleased to announce that the lucky Kittiwake
was released soon after and was seen soaring off. A
great result.
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